2017 Douglas Sale Bulls
Black Creek consignments to 2017 Douglas Bull Sale. Click on
the photo to enlarge and to view further details on each Lot
#.

- Long spined with a real Angus look - Very complete package
with an excellent Prowler Dam - Measures 40 cm, Scores 81%
(cow bull) - retain for home breeding program. Possible Sale
By Private Treaty

- Low birth weight with big yearling numbers - Will add pounds
to your calf crop for sure - Highly recommended bull with an
excellent Dam - Measures 39.5 cm, Scores 91%

- A very good Dam going back to Bismarck - Nicely smooth made
Frontier son - Dollars in the fall, but his heifer should be
keepers - Measures 36.5 cm, Scores 90%

- Highly recommended heifer bull - Has a real herdsire
presence in the pen - Smooth made with loads of style Measures 37.5 cm, Scores 77%

- Real herd bull look to this guy - Super thick, a great hip,
tons of character - A standout from a very young age Measures 38 cm, Scores 94%

- Very stout - Lots of power in his Dam - Top fall sales with
his sons - Measures 40.5 cm, Scores 91%

- Grand Dam and Dam are personnel favorites on the farm Smooth made with lots of hair - Heifer bull - Measures 36.5
cm, Scores 84%

- Loads of hair, typical of the Body Builders - Dam is real
nice cow with good feet and udder - Will work on heifers or
cows - Measures 38 Cm, Scores 88%

- Lots of power in his dam. This is 113U's 3rd bull calf to
Douglas and she has a standout Density calf this year. - Deep
sided and a real look to him - Will add pounds at weaning and
yearling - Measures 35 cm, Scores 94%

- Stout bull with some eye appeal - Another Body Builder that
puts it all together - Measures 39 cm, Scores 88%

- Nicely made Rigid son - Full brother sold in last year's
sale - Measures 37 cm, Scores 92%

- Long and smooth with extra performance - Dam is real nice
and good uddered - will add pounds to your calf crop Measures 39 cm, DD, To be retested, For Sale By Private Treaty

- Low birth weight, smooth fronted, with some shape to him Very nice dam from Merit Cattle Co. - Heifer bull - Measures
36.5 cm DD Will Retest. For Sale By Private Treaty

